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Working across sculpture, photography, and video, Cara Levine explores empathy and absence.  The absence 
of the body, be it through its physicality, perceptual sensitivity, or language, is often the quality most present 
in Levine’s work.  
 
Absence is made present through impossible portals (Native Place, Meteor, The Trouble With Building a Hole in the 
Floor, We Have Lift Off, A Man to Jump Through), through mass, filling in the body where it isn’t (Prostheses: The 
Weight of a Migraine, Prostheses: The Volume of Kneeling, Prostheses: Length Wrist to Floor, Crutch, A Leg to ____ On), 
through impossible magic (Levitation Chairs, The Indian Rope Trick, and through a human mark left behind 
(Pillows, Floaties).    
 
Levine’s work explores multiple intersections of the physical, metaphysical, traumatic, illusionary and playful.  
A personal history with chronic pain informs her perception of spatial experience, investment in the 
prosthetic, and interest in darkness (Dear Pierre, Mother Trigger, Levitating Migraine).  Often, Levine uses 
sculptural elements as props for video and photography based work and feels compelled to “activate” her 
work through her its use and multiplicity (Opal July / Opal October, Between a Rock and a Soft Place, Disappearance 
Act, ROYGBIV).  A longstanding practice of yoga and meditation underlie Levine’s understanding of the 
mind as portal, while an upbringing in Los Angeles feeds her interest in special effects and staging. Many of 
works distill illusions to their most essential parts, maintaining the initial marvel all while exposing the trick.  
 
In all respects, she is intent on bridging the gap between her body and the world it touches – the fundamental 
dilemma this presents leads her research to neurology, illusion, disability, movement, language and inter-
species communication.  The works attempt to fill these voids is often futile, resulting in a looping revelation 
of absence in the face of such reaching.    
 
	  


